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Explaining the Schedule A
and how to leverage it.
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Explaining the “Schedule A”
Have you ever heard
of the Schedule A?
Do you know what
I mean when I say
Schedule A?
The focal point here to really emphasize the
importance of the Schedule A. All of the other
parts of the Listing Contract carry less weight in
the agreement. This will plant the seed in the
mind of the Seller that you are more concerned

SCHEDULE A
Key Features

Taking traditional full services agency to the next level. Let our Team take care of all aspects of the sale of your
property. This is the most effective way to sell your home. Our 30 Point Marketing Plan is as follows:

1

Professional Yard Signage with Feature Sheet Box

16

Ongoing Full Color Newspaper Advertising

2

Up to 40 Photos of Your Property

17

Professional Web & Social Media Marketing

3

Home Posted on REALTOR.ca and REW.ca

18

CMA (Market Analysis)

4

Home Posted on Eximus.ca

19

Professional Staging Consultation, if applicable

5

Home Posted on HomesinChilliwack.com

20

Regular Reports on the Traffic your home is getting

6

Regular email and phone summary

21

Regular Reports on the outcome of each showing

7

Realtor Inquiry Summary sent as needed

22

Monthly Open House (subject to covid)

8

Lock Box installed on property

23

Professional Video Walk Through Tour

9

Information Package

24

2D Floorplan

10

Full Negotiation

25

You Tube

11

Facilitated Subject Removing

26

Just Listed / Sold Awareness Neighborhood Campaign

12

Notary Contact

27

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

13

No payment due upfront, all commission is paid upon closing

28

Custom Designd Brochure

14

Agent to respond to all retail inquiries

29

Listing Syndicated on 14 Sites including kijiji & Craigslist

15

Full Agency

30

Direct email to Local and Out of Town Realtors

Additional Terms
• The Seller hereby authorizes the Designated Agent to arrange for other licensees to host open houses and the seller acknowledges

and agrees that the host will not be a Designated Agent of the Seller.

Nicole Johnston PREC

Kelly Johnston

Realtor’s Name(s)

Seller’s Name(s)

Realtor’s Signature(s)

Seller’s Signature(s)

| eXp Realty

| Chilliwack, BC,

| HomesinChilliwack.com |

with doing ALL of the steps, activities, and engage who you need to in order to get them the
best possible result.
If they are interviewing other agents, who may
be competing with you, then this will help you
win, because you are introducing a new concept.
This is most likely, something that your competitors will not be talking about, which will give you
leverage in their decision. Here is some sample
wording for you. I will bold the words that should
have a little more emphasis or weight.

"For all of my clients, I use
something called a Schedule
A. I believe that this is the
most important thing to talk
about today. Let me explain."
The seed is planted that you have important
information for them. They are now listening
more intently. This is where you speak to the
other parts of the contract as if they are less important. This will help you in the “Commission
Talk” later.
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The “Fill in the Blank” areas are
the elements that are required
to make a contract enforceable.
Here are the elements:
"I attach a form called a “Schedule A” to the
Multiple Listing Contract. We all understand that
the contract itself has terms that are “fill in the
blanks” and terms that are “built in”. The Terms
that are “built in” solidify and enforce all the

If something changes in your life. The plan
changes for some reason. Or, in the unlikely
event, you don’t feel like I am holding up my end,
then you can ask me to cancel and I will be over
with the paperwork to do that within a day. I

other terms of the contract."

don’t want to carry a listing with someone who

THE PARTIES TO THE CONTRACT:

cancelling. All I ask is that if the plan comes to-

•

Our Real Estate Company that contracts with
you and I am a representative of the Company…
(name your company)

•

Name(s) of the Seller, that’s you.

THE ITEM OF CONSIDERATION – IN THIS CASE
YOUR ADDRESS (HOME, PROPERTY, FARM,
CONDO, TOWNHOME ETC):
•

Address and Legal Description of the property

•

The Price that we want to market the property

does not want to sell. I won’t charge you for
gether again, or maybe there is a new plan in the
future that you give me a call and I will do a new
contract with you. Is that fair?"

COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES PROVIDED
AS AGREED:
•

This details how my company, and the cooperating Real Estate companies get compensated
when we succeed.

for
THE LENGTH OF TIME THE CONTRACT WILL
BE IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT:
•

Dates to start and when it will end. The contract
can’t go forever.

"By the way, many agents/brokers/REALTORS
won’t tell you this, but you can actually cancel at
any time.

I use the word “Compensation”
on purpose here.
We will talk deeper about this in later lessons.
But the idea is that you are being “compensated for work done” – the word “commission”
is more connected to “salesmanship”. I want
them connecting the “Schedule A” with Compensation. This works in concert to help you
achieve full commission...the commission you
deserve for the work that you do.
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Then there are areas to initial
and sign agreeing to the built in
terms set out in the contract.
Here is where we believe that the listing contract

contract completes and all parties are paid. A lot

needs to be more concise.

of these items cost me considerable investment
dollars, and I want to make sure that I don’t do

"Would you agree, that the most important part

anything to risk my investment here. Does that

of the listing contract is, where we detail what

make sense to you?"

we are going to commit to do for you to get the

A”. This details all of the activities that I will do

DEPENDING ON THE SCENARIO OR WHAT
STAGE YOU ARE AT WITH THE CLIENT..THIS
CAN BE A GREAT “LEAVE BEHIND” ALONG
WITH ANY OTHER MATERIALS (THAT WE
WILL TALK ABOUT IN FUTURE LESSONS).
THIS IS POWERFUL BECAUSE YOU HAVE LITERALLY SET THE BAR FOR THE NEXT AGENT
THAT THEY ARE GOING TO INTERVIEW.
SOMETIMES I WILL ADD THIS COMMENT IF
I KNOW FOR SURE THAT THEY ARE INTERVIEWING OTHER AGENTS.

for you. Instead of a fancy brochure “present-

"If you are interviewing other agents, I would

desired result? Shouldn’t “What we do for you”
be the most important part of the contract?"
THEY WILL ALWAYS SAY YES AND AGREE
TO THIS QUESTION. I HAVE NEVER HAD A
PERSON SAY NO TO THIS OR ACT CONFUSED.
THEY ARE NOW NODDING WITH ME.

"So, I created a document that I include as an
additional part of the contract called a “Schedule

ing” what we do I am actually including this into
the contract. You can’t really take me to task if
I don’t do something on a marketing presentation. Instead I make a commitment in writing to
you. That way you can feel secure that you can

challenge you to ask them for their Schedule A or
the document that they provide that shows what
they will do for you. That they would agree to
sign and commit to in writing."

actually hold me accountable to this. Its part of
the contract. I sign it. You also sign it, and we
include it as part of our agreement. If there is an
item on here that I fail to perform for you, then
I risk breaching the contract. That is why a lot
of other agents don’t add a complete Schedule
A to their contracts. I don’t want to breach the
contract, because I am going to work hard to
get your home sold and I don’t get paid until the

NEXT: PART
create your own
Schedule A…
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Now time to
create your own
Schedule A
Here are some suggestions:
First start with a nicely branded letterhead at the top.
This will look like marketing material.

1

Professional Yard Signage Post with Feature Sheet Box

2

Minimum 20 Photos on MLS and as much as 40

3

Home Posted on - WEBSITE(s)
a. Personal Website
b. Realtor Sites
c. Marketing Sites
d. Paid Sites
e. Other Sites that take your information and post it and
you can confirm

4

Listing Landing Page for the Listing

5

Ongoing Local Newspaper Ads (Full color)

6

Magazine Ads

7

LIST Social Media Marketing and Promotion Efforts

You can name the form to connect with your Listing Con-

a. Facebook / LinkedIN / Twitter / Instagram

tract or Use it as a separate form altogether. Counsel

b. YouTube / Vimeo Marketing

with your Office Manager or Broker on this. I call it a

c. Targeted Facebook Ads $
d. Facebook / Instagram Stories / Reels / Carousels / Posts

“Schedule A” to the contract.

Create a Slogan at the top:

e. Groups that you are part of to promote listings to

8

DataBase Email Campaigns

9

Marketing Materials that make available to
Buyers / Buyer’s Agents

“Taking traditional full-service agency to the next level. Let

a. Professionally made color brochures

our Team take care of all aspects of the sale of your property.

b. Professional Feature Sheets

This is the most effective way to sell your home to get the

c. Emailable materials

best possible result.”

10

Neighborhood Marketing
a. Flyer /Postcard drop offs – (New Listing)
b. Flyer /Postcard drop offs – (Open House Invite)
c. Flyer /Postcard drop offs – (Neighborhood Events)

Here are some suggestions to help
you create you own Schedule A. (You
can name it whatever you want, this is
applicable where I operate but it may
different in your area of expertise)

11

Open House commitment – weekly / monthly?

12

Matterport 3D Tours

13

Professional Video of Home including Drone Footage with Voice
Over

14

Custom Made Video of Home

15

Facebook or Instagram LIVE Video of Home – Virtual Open House
“Watch Party”

16

Permission for LockBox

17

Do you attend all showings in your market or for your Luxury
Clients?

18

Do you Plan and Schedule “Realtor Open House” Parties / Events at
the home?

19

Do you have an International Marketing Plan?

20

Emailable Floorplan
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Continue with the Value
You Provide...
3rd Party Team Members
that you Trust (Here are a
few suggestions):
21

Staging Consultation Plan

22

Landscaping Consultation Plan

23

Rubbish Removal Services

24

HandyMan Services

25

Renovation Services

26

Plumbing Services

27

Electrical Services

28

Tree Cutting Services

Real Estate Services that
you commit to performing
from start to finish:
29

No Payment of Compensation up front. We get paid on the
completion of the sale.

30

Duty of Full Agency - includes but not limited to: no conflict of
interest; full confidentiality; loyalty; full disclosure of all pertinent
information, at all times throughout the process.

31

Advice on Market Positioning - with detailed Competitive Market
Analysis provided. Updates provided every 20 days if required.

32

Once the Listing Contract is signed then, we strategize, and employ
the services required in order to launch the home successfully with
all materials ready for potential Buyers.

33

I pay for all pertinent documents required for the property such as:
Title Search, HOA or STRATA documents, Site plans or Site Surveys,
Copies of Plans, or Floorplans, Septic information or Well Water
documents, confirmation of zoning, etc. in order to assist the Buyer
to move through the process expeditiously.

34

Arrangement of all appointments for showings with the cooperating
agents

age in the Schedule A. It doesn't have to be

35

highlighted but can be more discreet but it

Diligent Record keeping of all attendees at Open Houses for security
purposes, & lead follow up

36

Regular Reports on Market Activity and Statistics

37

Regular Reports on Showing Feedback

38

Contract Negotiation Expertise

39

Diligence in working with the cooperating Agent for smooth subject
removal

40

Coordination with Notary / Lawyer / Solicitor / Title Specialist to
ensure smooth closing

"This is optional for you but I believe it is
important to have the commission percent-

should be there in my opinion.
Remember you are not a discount Real Estate Agent because you don't discount what
you do, The Schedule A is the proof of that."

After the conclusion of the sale, my
office receives a compensation of
__________________.
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You will notice that I made it
clear that the office receives the
money not you.
You get your portion after the office processes the
commission, right? This is an important distinction
because, it transforms the thinking. You do all the
investing. You do all the work. You perform all of
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The idea here is to create a form
that is so impressive, but also enlightening to the Seller, that they
will feel wonderful about paying
you the commission.

the due diligence. You do all of the negotiating, coordinating, marketing and stressing, about everything…
but the office gets the money. This will help you
in the “Commission Talk” later. We will tackle “The

There is an element of risk in that for you and the seller

Commission Talk” in another module.

should have a clear understanding of the importance of

It is important to impress upon you that this document can be used in many ways. It can simply be a
little marketing brochure that you leave them after
your appointment. Or it can be something that you
email them prior to the appointment. There are
many ways to utilize this document. I use it as a
document that “attaches” to the contract. I leverage
that point. I bring a lot of gravity to that because it
carries weight if it is “contractual”.
There is no stronger commitment than what I am
willing to commit to in writing, in my opinion. If
you are not willing to do that, then that is ok. But I
would encourage you to create something that really
amplifies what you invest in, prior to getting paid.

that point. If the house does not sell, or they suddenly
change their mind and choose not to sell, or insist on
listing the home at a price that is simply not achievable,
then you can show them the risk that you are taking.
Don’t get me wrong. You don’t want them to feel badly
about it. I do tell people that they can cancel anytime,
and I will not send them a bill or invoice for my services
rendered because that is not how a Listing Contract is
intended to be. I only get paid when I succeed. We are
both financially motivated to sell the home, at the best
possible price, in the shortest amount of time, with the
least amount of inconvenience, and stress. But it is important for the Seller to comprehend, all of the aspects
of the transaction that you are part of. We don’t just
“list” homes anymore.

Once you have completed your version, I would
love you to send it to me. Email me your version to
kelly@4Xformula.com

